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About Grouleff DK
Grouleff DK reside in Silkeborg,
where they develop and produce
medical equipment for the international medical industry.

ANTI-MAGNETIC CHAIR AND BED
DESIGNED FOR NEW BRAIN SCANNER
In collaboration with Grouleff DK,
DIS has developed a chair and a bed
with fine-mechanical solutions in
anti-magnetic materials – both specially designed for a new MEG scanner.
Over the years, Grouleff DK has developed
and produced a wide range of products
for the medical industry, but it is the first
time they have made a chair and a bed for
a MEG scanner.
A MEG scanner maps the magnetic signals
of a brain and at the slightest interruption
of the scan the images can deteriorate
which can have fatal consequences for a
patient. Grouleff DK was therefore asked
for the delivery of a specially designed
chair and bed in anti-magnetic materials
with fine-mechanical solutions designed
to fit the customer’s MEG scanner precisely. Grouleff DK needed external resources
in connection with the assignment which
is why DIS was contacted to assist with
the task.
In cooperation with Grouleff DK, DIS developed and constructed the first prototype of the bed and the chair, and assisted with project management, statistical
and hydraulic calculations, purchase of
custom-designed parts and testing of the
products.
– It was a very demanding requirement
specification we received from our English

customer. We have had a large amount
of technical challenges, where we have
worked with alternative solutions. A chair
and a bed had to be developed with the
option to fine-adjust the patient down to
the nearest millimeter, so that the person
gets the correct position in the brain
scanner. At the same time, the equipment
had to be designed in 100 percent antimagnetic materials and without any
electronic parts in order not to interfere
with the scanning, says Jørgen Grouleff,
Director at Grouleff DK.
Custom made anti-magnetic
solutions
With the newly developed fine-mechanical
solution, the patient is lifted and lowered
by means of hydraulics controlled by a foot
pump. The chair has more adjustment
options, where fine tuning is done using
cone shaped gears and handwheels.
At the bed there is a safety mechanism
which is an active docking system
ensuring the patient’s position relative to
the scanner as well as a breaking system
that locks all four wheels by activating one
of the wheels. In order to avoid magnetic
materials, Etronax, aluminum and acidproof stainless steel have been used.
The first and second prototype of the
chair and the bed have past tests successfully and Grouleff DK are now ready to
start production of the two new products.
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IMPROVEMENT OF PROJECT AND PROCESS
MANAGEMENT IN A BUSY WORK ENVIRONMENT
WITH SMALL AND LARGE PROJECTS

In a department or company that handle many tasks
and projects, education and improvements may not be
prioritized due to lack of time. At the municipality of
Silkeborg however they took initiative and got in touch
with DIS.
In the property management department of Silkeborg Kommune it was decided to give all employees a project management course and then together optimize the department’s current work processes. Therefore, Silkeborg Kommune contacted
Business Consulting at DIS.

CREADIS Business Consulting
In Business Consulting we are specialized in coupling
technology, people and processes and create integrated solutions. We work with customers in all regions
in the private and public sectors as well as non-profit
organizations to address their challenges and transform their business. Our pragmatic and customized
approach combines engineering with cross-industry
knowledge. We design and implement processes in
close cooperation with the customer’s organization.
We ensure that our customers gain creative self-confidence, capture the opportunities in the market and
create lasting impact on the business.

The two-day workshop in project management challenged the
employees on the importance of communication and defined
roles in a project process. In addition, they were introduced to
project models, concepts, methods and tools.
The following months were used on workshops with a group
from Silkeborg Kommune, where DIS helped the department
analyze the current processes, challenges, opportunities and future prospects for the department within project management.
Employee involvement is key
The new project model was designed and optimized in colla
boration with the employees in the department, incorporating
the new knowledge within project management, task streamlining and new definitions of roles and responsibilities within the
newly defined project organization. Through strong employee
involvement, the new knowledge within project management
was quickly incorporated, together with new initiatives for work
processes, as it was possible to get to know the new tools, methods and concepts well before the actual implementation.
– In the property management department in Silkeborg Kommune we saw a need for updating our knowledge within project
management and for describing our work processes, this is why
we got in touch with DIS. The employees were involved throughout the process and showed great motivation for implementing
the new initiatives. We think it has been a positive experience,
communication has been good, and our employees have provided us with positive feedback throughout the process, says
Morten Bønløkke, Department Manager at Silkeborg Kommune.
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”DIS GLOBAL TEAM”
SOLVES CUSTOMER CHALLENGES
Does your business grow so fast that it is hard to recruit quickly enough? Our flexible solution DIS Global
Team can help you. A DIS Global Team can take on all
or part of a task for the customer, who will gain access
to specialized knowledge, transparency and above all a
quick process between challenge and solution.
– DIS Global Team is all about using the competences we have
across borders. We have worked with Global Teams since 2016
and today we have over 20 working teams, says Chief Engineer
Magnus Baltzer Erlang and continues:
– We receive positive feedback from the customers, as a Global
Team provides both scalability and specialist knowledge. In
short, DIS places an engineer at the company, who coordinates
tasks with the rest of the team of up to five engineers, who in
theory can be placed anywhere we have an office.
A DIS Global Team can have many nationalities – what is most
important is the combination of the right competences. One

example could be a wind power team working in Denmark for a
customer in the United States. Different countries have tradition
for different engineering specialists – which is another strength
of this way of working.
Satellite manufacturers get access to specialists
The availability of specialist skills is crucial for the Danish company GomSpace, which is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of nanosatellites. Satellite construction requires many
different skills, and when GomSpace need to recruit people with
a space-specific education, they need to look abroad.
Mechanical engineering staff manager Jonas Marsbøl says:
– The advantage of working with a DIS Global Team is the flexi
bility it provides. We have one person from DIS in our office, who
manages the tasks sent out to his team of DIS consultants. We
can launch a project and ramp up in no time – and if necessary
ramp down again. When we hire people, we need to be sure to
have a consistent amount of work for them for a while.
Vestas appreciates the scalability
Danish Vestas Wind Systems is one of the companies, who use
DIS Global Teams. Manager Christian Krogh from Vestas finds it
difficult to find engineers in Denmark. He explains:
– We have worked with Global Teams for a couple of years now.
The advantage for us to have one consultant placed in our office
and up to five consultants behind him is that we have one point
of contact. This way, our own people do not have to coordinate
with five consultants, but only with the one sitting in our office.
In principle, we get five persons’ work by speaking with only one.
It gives us a simpler flow of information, as the coordination of
sub-tasks is handled by DIS. Obviously, it does require that we
define our work packages well.

How may we help you?
If your company is facing an engineering challenge, a DIS
Global Team could be the solution. We work across borders and can quickly set up a team in all areas and it is
a well-proven way to work. And another advantage: The
price is competitive – without compromising on quality,
if you would like to know more about DIS Global Teams,
you are welcome to contact Magnus Baltzer Erlang on
+45 87 38 74 50.
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ELECTRONIC DESIGN –
FOCUS DAY AT DIS
At DIS’ focus day on electronic design, you were able
to get updated on the latest knowledge and exchange
experiences on hardware design and electronics
development.

high speed signals on PCB and introduced constraint driven
design. AC and DC power distribution on the print was discussed as well as return options to deal with problems concerning major power features on a print.

When DIS in Stilling invited for a focus day on electronic design,
knowledge sharing became an essential part of the day. The
50 participants enjoyed presentations by Grundfos, Elmatica,
Hytek and by Nordcad, who also talked about the challenges a
hardware designer experiences daily as well as ideas on how
to solve them.

At DIS we are very pleased with the outcome of the day and
we can already reveal that we will have a similar event at DIS
in Copenhagen on October 23, 2018. For further information
please contact Allan Nørgaard at DIS, ano@d-i-s.dk.

Inspirational input
Jesper Konge, Senior Engineer, DfX and PCB(A) Technology from
Grundfos talked about frontloading challenges in the development process to handle them as early as possible. Jesper also
presented a design method in which design for manufacturing
and process reviews are active parts of the design phase.
Senior Technical Advisor John Steinar Johnsen from Elmatica
described the importance of having a dialogue with the print
supplier from the beginning of the design phase, before choosing print materials and stack-up, in order not to limit the selection of suppliers.

As a customer, you can safely leave your print layout
to the experienced print designers at DIS, who have
a professional approach to print design, and who can
draw on a large knowledge base within print and print
materials. This includes everything from setting up components over print layouts and manufacturing prints for
assembly of components on the print, which ensures a
high-quality product optimized in relation to EMC and
design for manufacturing.

Consultant Kim Ankeraa from Hytec spoke about quality assurance of design with a presentation of material options and
how they affect the quality of a design. Surface material options
were discussed and how these affect solubility, adhesiveness
and material migration.
Finally, Søren J. Christiansen, Signal Integrity Manager from
Nordcad did a presentation on simulation and verification of
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DIGITIZATION ENSURES
OPTIMAL USE OF DATA
The medicine distributor 2care4 identified a need to
structure all their data to have an optimal utilization
of their knowledge. A new digital platform and optimized data processes ensure this.
The European medicine distributor 2care4 receive and process
large amounts of data every day, which among other helps to
determine and monitor their product range. For many years,
the company has worked with digitization and the support of
workflow and decision-making processes digitally. However,
2care4 had reached a point where the company needed to
restructure systems and data, and therefore a project was defined to develop a new digital platform.
In connection with the development of the new digital platform, DIS acted as a sparring partner and also assisted with the
software and data architecture as well as the optimization of
2care4’s internal processes and decisions.
Standard solutions ensure data driven decisions
in the future
Previously, the way that 2care4 did data imports presented a
great risk, where possible data errors would not be detected
until the end-user stage. In addition, 2care4 were vulnerable
because they were dependent on individuals and because
each data import was unique.

system or develop our own. In the end, DIS convinced us to
use a standard solution for all data imports, where the data is
cleaned and structured. In the short perspective, it has taken
time to structure all of our inputs, but we are certain that in
the long run, we will have a simpler system that allows us to
use our programming resources where they generate the most
value, says Conni Fuglsang, Project Manager at 2care4.
Today, 2care4 have a much better overview of their products
and have an analysis tool that reflects the way they wish to do
analysis, as well as a system which is easier to maintain. Now,
the same important data are structured in a standard database and are ensuring that 2care4 can make the right decisions in the future.

About 2care4
2care4 ApS is an international company that since the
foundation in 2005 has experienced rapid growth in
parallel import of medicine. Today, 2care4 employ
approx. 300 employees in Europe.
Efficiency and a dynamic approach are the keywords
behind 2care4’s success, where a high pace and a
can-do culture are part of the informal workday.

– In DIS we had a partner who was good at getting the organi
zation in order and at challenging us by asking the right
questions. Specifically, we were challenged on the actual data
structure, where one of our big discussions was on data imports – we were uncertain whether to choose a standard
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NEW EMPLOYEES
Since March we have welcomed a number of new employees:

Artur Brzezanski
Project Engineer,
E&A, Krakow

Björn Draheim
Technical Designer,
Hamburg

Boguslaw Ziolo
Project Engineer,
HW/SW, Krakow

Eva Bundgaard
Andersen
Chief Project Manager,
Aarhus

Felipe Vilela
Project Engineer,
E&A, Hamburg

Grzegorz Dela
Project Engineer,
E&A, Krakow

Hassan Dalal
Senior Engineer,
E&A, Aarhus

Heiko Meißinger
Project Manager,
Nürnberg

Jan Glos
Project Engineer,
HW/SW, Krakow

Kamil Oniszczuk
Project Engineer,
E&A, Krakow

Karolina Wozniak
Project Engineer,
E&A, Krakow

Lars Søvndahl
Project Engineer,
E&A, Aarhus

Livia Thoß
Project Engineer,
E&A, Hamburg

Mahinth Shankar
Chief Project Manager,
Aarhus

Marcin Sniady
Sales Manager,
Krakow

Mohsen Rezaei
Project Engineer,
Mechanics,
Copenhagen

Norbert Pieniak
Project Engineer,
E&A, Krakow

Raquel Exposito
Jerez
HR Assistant,
Barcelona

Rasmus
Christiansen
Project Engineer,
HW/SW, Aalborg

Sebastian Kmiecik
Project Engineer,
HW/SW, Krakow

Simon Bækkegaard
Project Engineer,
HW/SW, Aarhus

Stefanie Freund
HR Manager,
Hamburg

Till Hassel
Project Manager,
Nürnberg

Denmark | Germany | Great Britain | Poland | Spain | Ukraine | USA
DIS (Dansk IngeniørService A/S) is a R&D company providing consultancy and engineering
services as well as turn-key solutions to the industry. DIS is represented in Denmark, Poland,
Spain, Great Britain, Germany, Ukraine and USA, and has a total of 18 departments worldwide
and employs more than 500 engineers and consultants. In Denmark, the name is DIS and
internationally the name is CREADIS. Since the foundation in 1997 DIS has experienced a stable
growth and a healthy economy.

